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It is with great sadness, for those who do not know,
that I have to tell you of the tragic death of Nick Gale
in a Motorcycle accident in March this year. Nick
adjudicated for us in the choir competition in 2013
and was a really nice guy, great with the kids and, I
am sure Marilyn will agree, pleasant to work with. He
was the director of music at Southwark Catholic
Cathedral for 14 years, and had just given up to
concentrate on teaching and freelance organist,
teaching, choral work. He was also a recognised
expert on plainchant. A sad loss.
Nik
________________________________

EXCITING YEAR FOR BDOCA ………….
We are pleased to confirm the following events :
Friday 10th July 7.30 pm St John the Evangelist,
Bexley, Organ Recital
Saturday 18th July - Summer trip to St. Alban’s
Abbey for Organ Festival in morning. Prizewinners’ concert. Hatfield House in afternoon (Bring
picnic).See below
Saturday 26th September 7.00 pm Gravesend
Methodist Church, Milton Road, Gravesend,
Organ Recital (Michael Bell & Bruce Davis) to
mark the 50th Anniversary of the Walker Organ.
Admission free - retiring collection
1st August - Treasure Hunt. Details appear on
Page 4 of this Newsletter
On Saturday, 18th July, we are going to St Albans to 10th October—Woofyt Day
hear the Prizewinners’ recital of the International
Organ Festival. This is the last day of the Festival. After this, we will return nearer home to Hatfield
House (and gardens) where - weather permitting - we can enjoy a picnic in the grounds. Own
transport please. Please let Reg. know if you are coming. Tickets for the recital are £15; entrance to
house and gardens £16.

On the 7th March, 4 intrepid members tried to get into St. Michael’s, Cornhill for a talk on registration by Richard Moore. It
was a battle to get there—literally! There was gunfire, cars with bullet holes, car chases and the whole area was closed.
After making friends with one of the producers, I was escorted to the entrance to meet with Reg. who had approached in a
pincer movement to our target. Due to being in a war zone, we were a little late getting underway but once started, Richard gave a talk on tonal colours. We went through some basic registration with examples of period (i.e. early English, Baroque, Romantic etc.) He also demonstrated differences , playing various stops at different pitches such as 16’ up on octave or transposing a fifth down on a mutation stop (not easy). Often the lessitura is different at varying pitches so a 4’
principal may sound sweeter and more fitting for a piece than an 8’ foundation stop. Then myself, Reg. and a friend from
North of the river (who is a young and accomplished organist) played while Richard altered the stops to show different
sounds for the same music and gave hints. As expected, it was fun and interesting and time flew. Richard has written a
short article on his views on registration which is printed on Page 3 of this Newsletter so you can see how passionate he is.
Overall, it was a fantastic day and well worth the effort getting there. All you members who play missed a great talk and
the opportunity to question Richard on all things about registration. NIK
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Critique on the evening
‘A Recital on a Fine Pipe Organ’
by Tom Bell
Christ Church, The Broadway, Bexleyheath
Saturday, 23rd May at 7.00 pm
On a sunny Saturday evening whilst some were sitting down for a marathon of Eurovision, 43 keen music lovers (in opposition to
those who like Euro-pop !) ventured to Christchurch, Bexleyheath for an evening with Tom Bell.
I have never met Tom, and from the photo expected someone short and stout! However, I arrived early to set up and looked up at
Tom, skinny and taller than me (that’s over 6’1”) - nothing like his photograph, he really should get a new publicity pic. He was
practising the Franck a minor chorale : it sounded great and in the empty church, the acoustics really took me to a French cathedral wonderful, if this was a taste of the evening then I would really enjoy it.
Well - of the 43 people who attended, 14 were members. The screen and camera were set up - although the sun shining on it made
it a little faint - and we were off. Trevor Wyatt, the rector, introduced Tom and he went straight into the Dupre Carillon. I was
turning the pages, and could see what a nightmare this looked to play, but he made it look simple and sound like the bells it should
do. An excellent opening. Tom then gave an introduction and explanation of the music for the first half, culminating with the
Franck. He has a good sense of humour and was interesting and at one time was Organ Scholar at Manchester Cathedral. He played
3 pieces by Frank Bridge with the softer touch and with great feeling, making use of the range and palette of the Hunter, I was most
impressed with the smooth crescendo/decrescendo he achieved when adding/removing stops. The Elgar was an interesting piece
that I could enjoy as there were no page turns! The Franck was excellent and good to hear the cornopean solo on the swell.
During the break we had cheese, wine and teas/coffees. Many thanks to Sue and Lydia for managing this. Everyone had a chat and
Tom mingled with the audience.
In the second half Tom played the 3 Border Studies by Martin Bussey, inspired by Abbeys (Jedburgh, Dryburgh and Melrose). They
were written for Tom and he first performed them at Manchester Cathedral in 2005. The latest Organists’ Review has an article by
Tom on playing these pieces which are freely available from Martin Bussey’s Web site. Next we heard the ethereal Chorale by Widor,
as Tom said, an underplayed work by the French master. However, I can see it’s not that easy. Finally he finished with Bonnet’s
Variations de concert - excellently played with gusto, a fitting ending to a great recital. Due to popular demand Tom finished with an
encore - an Improvisation on “Veni Creator Spiritus” - a very good “on the spur of the moment” demand, and I could enjoy it as
there was definitely no page turning.
I really enjoyed the evening and, as Tom was a bit early for the train, we stopped off at the Door Hinge (a Micro Brewery pub) in
Welling for a well deserved beer. A fitting ending to a good evening.
Nik

‘WOOFYT’ DAY
Saturday 10th October, Bromley Parish Church

SPREAD THE WORD!
Planning for this exciting day is well underway and much work has gone into publicising the event. Members
are urged to push their contacts including choir members, parents, teachers et al to enable BDOCA to recruit
youngsters not only for Woofyt Day but for the future. The hope is that youngsters will be attracted into the
world of the “king of instruments”. Young entrants (ages 9-18) will become junior members of BDOCA. There
will be a quiz, devised by Daniel, and the winner will be awarded an Anne Marsden-Thomas organ tutor plus 2
free lessons. And there will be a video display of some entertaining material about the organ.
Much time, effort and expense has gone into organising this. We now really need EVERY member to publicise
it heartily. You have been sent the advertising material - or you can get it off our website. Please ensure that
it gets put around - for example, to your local library.
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The greatest glory...
Walking up to a new instrument is, I feel, one of the greatest glories of being an organist. What does it
look like? How old is it? What sort of action does it have? Most importantly - what does it sound like?
Approaching an instrument with repertoire is always exciting - doing so with preconceptions is hugely
important. How do you want the piece to sound, and how do you think it might sound at this organ? Equally
important is the ability to then throw all these preconceptions out of the window, as it transpires that the
instrument facing you doesn't marry with the thoughts you had before arriving at the instrument!
Exploring sounds is a lot of fun, seeing how each colour plays out into the acoustic: one of the most
enjoyable and exciting explorations can be achieved through transposing pitches. How does that solo chorale
tune sound when played on the 4' Principal, an octave lower, or two octaves lower, on the 2'? And what about
trying the Nazard or Twelfth, down two octaves and a fifth? Sometimes the returns on such journeys of discovery
can be great indeed, as the congregation or audience hear a colour which they've never associated with the
instrument you're playing.
At other times, going back to principles of registration written about by earlier generations can be hugely
informative: doubling 8' stops in a trio sonata, to mimick the rich quality of Dutch principals, which often have
double ranks, or finding quiet 8' reeds, not necessarily too round, to use in a slow movement solo line, as J S
Bach might have done on the 1739 Trost organ at Altenburg Castle chapel.
But the real prize in all of this is the marriage of the instrument in front of you, with the music on its
music desk: it is at this point that music is made, and a love of all three things combined - the instrument, the
music, and the physicality of making the music sound, is the greatest glory of being an organist.
Richard Moore, March 2015
___________________________________________________________

WOOFYT (Wooden one-octave organ for young technologists)

Bexley & District Organists’ & Choirmasters’ Association
We welcome your views, comments and items of interest to our members.
Please submit material to the Co-ordinator, Linden Morris
96 Lower Road
Orpington
BR5 4AL
01689 870717 or 07817 537945
lindendownham@gmail.com
DON’T FORGET…..
BDOCA has a long standing commitment to support youngsters financially who are learning the organ. Contact Sue Moore for details, giving as much information as you can.

TREASURE HUNT
Saturday 1st August
Start at The Ship PH, Green Street Green (the Dartford one)
at 6pm. Buy your question sheet (£1) and drive off to the
designated village (or whatever) and get finding answers.
Short organ recital, then a meal at a local hostelry. This is
one of our most popular events and is not to be missed.

I welcome contributions
from members of BDOCA.
Please let me hear from
you with anything you
consider interesting or
humorous.
Linden Morris
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